A public forum presented by the Data Associations in Global Law & Policy project:

We’re all Data Now: What Big Data Could Mean for

Panelists:
Sheila Jasanoff
Pforzheimer Professor of Science and Technology Studies at the Harvard Kennedy School
Annelise Riles
Jack G. Clarke Professor of Law in Far East Legal Studies and Professor of Anthropology at Cornell University
Christian Sandvig
Associate Professor of Information & Communication Studies at the University of Michigan

Moderator:
Antony Funnell, ABC Radio National

Thursday 10 December, 17:00 – 18:30
UNSW Law Ground Floor Law Theatre, Room G04
Cost: Free but prior registration is essential: https://goo.gl/auLEM0

dataassociationsworkshop2015@gmail.com http://datapolicy.law.unsw.edu.au